Aay of light: Professor ITS lasers as instructional tool. 

The bleacher feature: Time to replace the condemned bleachers?

**TUESDAY DAILY EGYPTIAN**

SRN celebrates national coming out week. 

The Student Environmental Center, in coordination with the Rainforest Action Network, began this school year's Tree Free campaign to free the University from its chief paper supplier Monday, taking early initiative on a movement set to begin nationwide later this month.

The Student Environmental Center, in cooperation with the Rainforest Action Network, began this school year's Tree Free Campus Campaign. The campaign will begin no later than the next day, Oct 25. The event was held in conjunction with the celebration of World Indigenous Peoples Day.

The campaign is an effort to persuade the University to purchase paper from a more environmentally friendly company than Boise Cascade. The campaign has been an ongoing effort to replace the University's supplier is Boise Cascade, with which it has a prime vendor contract.

As a response to those protests, Boise Cascade has held a history of workers' rights violations and logging old-growth forests, and the largest post-consumer recycled paper supplier Monday, taking early initiative on a movement set to begin nationwide later this month.
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**Anthrax cases detected in Florida**

BOCA RATON, Florida — Traces of anthrax were found on the workplace computers of a man who died at the laboratory last week, and in the same building as another man who tested positive for exposure to anthrax, officials said Monday.

Boca Raton, 63, died of inhalation of anthrax. Stevens was a photo editor for the national tabloid The Sun, which is beyond with several other tabloids in American Media, Inc. Emesto Blanco, 75, worked in the building's mailroom and tested positive for exposure to anthrax exposure last week.

The anthrax buildings remained sealed Monday for environmental and health testing. About 300 people work in the complex.

The FBI announced investigations have not uncovered any evidence of a terrorist or criminal act, although they are looking more carefully at that possibility.

Two days after the death and after onset of a skin lesion that suggested a case of anthrax, several people who had worked with the victim were taken to a hospital for observation.

**Documentary: The Panama Deception**

The Panama Deception... 

**Monday-Friday Up to 3 Toppings**

One coupon

Customer Required

**Lunch Buffet only**

Big New Yorker

16" Pizza

Available Monday-Friday

11:30-1:30

One coupon per Customer

Coupon Required

Office Hours: 9:00-4:00

Other Expires 11/27/01

---

**You’ve Smoked Enough!**

Now is the perfect time to quit, and this is the group for the smoker who is serious about quitting. Participants can expect three major benefits: encouragement, a structured program, and group support.

You can do it and we can help!

Meets once a week 4:00 to 6:00 p.m. for seven weeks, beginning Tuesday, October 23, 2001.

Student Center Troy Room

(Faculty Room Two, South and East Tower)

**STUDENTS, STAFF & COMMUNITY ARE WELCOME**

For further information, call 536-4441 or 453-4433

---

**International Briefs - International Briefs - International Briefs - International Briefs - International Briefs**

**Two dead in Gaza**

JERUSALEM — Two Palestinians were killed Monday when police tried to break up a pro-Casino bin Laden demonstration in Gaza City. A third Palestinian was left in serious condition and others were injured during the protest.

The Palestinian Authority has asked the U.S. not to show support for bin Laden, who is accused by the United States of leading the Sept. 11 attacks.

The demonstrators organized an illegal protest outside the Islamic University, carrying posters of bin Laden and chanting, "Hamas hates America," in the Gaza Strip.

No officers were killed during the break up, but 12 were injured.

---

**Police Blotter**

**Today**

Saluki Advertising Agency

Meeting

Tuesday, 6 p.m.

Room 1244, Communications Building

Blocks in Communication Alliance

Meeting

Tuesday, 7 p.m.

Student Center

GSPC

Meeting

Oct. 9, 7 p.m.

Ballroom, Student Center

---

**Correction**

Ridgy's story "Jerry votes '29" amendment, Senate overturns" should have identified Grover Murphy as a proxy for a senator. The Daily Egyptian regrets the error.

In Monday's story "Media scrutinized; networks reviewing world coverage"... CNN anchorman Bill Drillman's name was spelled incorrectly. The Daily Egyptian regrets the error.

Readers who spot an error in a news article should contact the Daily Egyptian Accuracy Desk at 536-3311, ext. 320.

---

**Thunderstorms**

high of 72

low of 52

Shower

high of 74

low of 48

---

**The Daily Egyptian**, the student-run newspaper of SIUC, is committed to being a true source of news, information, commentary and public debate, while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives.
The "Coming Out Quilt" was on display in the Faner breezeway on Monday morning. The quilt was put together by the Saluki Rainbow Network and each member had created a square for it.

**Saluki Rainbow Network to hold drag show in student center**

**SRN hosts variety of events to celebrate National Coming-Out Week**

**BETH COLDWELL**

While the Saluki Rainbow Network always welcomes new members, it is spending this week doubling its efforts in promoting gay pride and acceptance.

They have organized a series of events for National Coming-Out Week, including an open mic night, a gay and religion presentation, a gay in the media presentation and the first ever drag show to be performed in the Student Center.

The Student Center drag show is the newest event to be added to the Coming-Out Week festivities. It will be in Ballroom D of the Student Center Friday from 8:30 to 11 p.m.

Pauline Curkin, adviser of the SRN, said she expects the drag show to be a success.

"The Student Center was thrilled," Curkin said.

The SRN is co-sponsoring the drag show with the Special Programs and Centers Events council. Curkin said several other SRN events will coincide with drag shows on their campuses and the SRN believed Saluki could make it work as well.

Mike Guy, co-director of the SRN, is hopeful that the drag show and other Coming-Out Week events will attract members of other RSOs. He said the SRN wants to improve relations with RSOS and possibly co-sponsor events in the future.

Monday, members of the SRN had an informational display and Coming-Out quilt in the Faner breezeway. Several members personalized blocks for the quilt to express their views on homosexuality and bisexuality.

Brad Williams, an undecided freshman from Salem, said the display was a success, and several students had stopped by to collect information. Williams joined the SRN this semester after seeing their display at the RSO fair in August. He said it is important for students to be able to talk to other students who have already come out.

"They get to be comfortable with it themselves before they can tell others," Williams said. "It's a very big step."

Today, the SRN will celebrate Coming-Out Week with an open mic night at Cafe Lame in Triathlon from 7 to 9 p.m. Students will be able to share poetry and song.

Dwight Welch, a graduate student in philosophy from Minneapolis, Minn., helped organize the Gays and Religion presentation that will be in the Student Center Wednesday from 7 to 8:30 p.m. Welch said that students will discuss what the Bible says about homosexuality and the positive points of joining an open and affirming congregation.

---

**SIUC implements new ways to attract students**

**University to offer application fee waiver**

**CODEL RODRIGUEZ**

Students who don't have $30 and want to attend SIUC can rejoice.

In an attempt to boost enrollment and make it easier for students to attend, SIUC has come up with a plan. To help with recruitment, the University allows a waiver on the $30 application fee and a shortened version of Student Orientation and Admissions (SOAR).

Larry Detra, vice chancellor for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management, said the new programs will help to recruit students, after the University took off the $30 application fee and a shortened version of SOAR.

For those who do pay the application fee and get accepted to SIUC, there will be one less day of orientation. Beth Lingren, assistant director of Student Development, said the shortened version of SOAR will be beneficial for the students.

"They can get a lot done in a short period of time, and they can go through the orientation and actually to sit down in the classroom — instead of feeling more at home," Lingren said.

"We're not trying to use the fee to keep anybody out, but we do want to eliminate the application of those who are not genuine about attending [SIUC]," Allen said.

To be considered for a waiver, students must meet certain criteria like being in a family on public assistance, coming from a foster home or their family's total 2002 income falling below a certain amount.

"They will get a lot done in a short period of time, and they can go through the orientation and actually sit down in the classroom — instead of feeling more at home," Lingren said.

The required program will now last from 7:45 a.m. to 3 p.m. and work until noon the next day. The program will be available on Monday, Friday and Saturday from March 2 until July 1.

Lingren said the program, which includes a campus tour and signing the student up for fee waivers, includes a campus tour and signing the student up for fee waivers, includes a campus tour and signing the student up for fee waivers, includes a campus tour and signing the student up for fee waivers.

---

**Future students still interested despite attacks**

**BEN BOTTEN**

High school students looking for the right college sometimes want to move far from home. And last month's terrorist attacks have caused some to change that desire, according to high school students at SIUC's Open House on Saturday.

High school students gathered in the Student Center for an open house for prospective students. It was an opportunity for the students to gain information about SIUC and consider the University as a possible option as they considered their college options.

The open house offered high school students information about programs, housing and admissions. Prospective students were able to gain information about programs, housing and admissions. Prospective students were able to gain information about programs, housing and admissions. Prospective students were able to gain information about programs, housing and admissions. Prospective students were able to gain information about programs, housing and admissions. Prospective students were able to gain information about programs, housing and admissions. Prospective students were able to gain information about programs, housing and admissions. Prospective students were able to gain information about programs, housing and admissions. Prospective students were able to gain information about programs, housing and admissions. Prospective students were able to gain information about programs, housing and admissions. Prospective students were able to gain information about programs, housing and admissions. Prospective students were able to gain information about programs, housing and admissions. Prospective students were able to gain information about programs, housing and admissions.

Some students did not think it was an issue at all.

"I haven't even taken that class," said Dianna Pfleiffer, a senior from Alton.

---

**Free screenings for depression offered**

The Venusian Center will sponsor screenings for depression on National Depression Screening Day on Oct. 5 at the Student Center and Triathlon Hall.

There will be free screenings from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Student Center, south end of the first floor and from 3 to 6 p.m. at Triathlon Hall, room 106. Screenings will take about 15 minutes.

For more information, call 556-4441 or 453-5328.

---

**State Treasurer to speak with SIU Law School Republicans**

Illinois State Treasurer Judy Baze Topinka will be at the SIU School of Law at 12:30 p.m. on Wednesday to address the SIU Law School Republicans. Topinka will spend 15 minutes discussing the role of the Illinois treasurer and how it affects the legal community. She will then take questions from the audience.

---

**Second armed robbery suspect arrested**

Jackson County Deputies arrested a second man Sunday in connection with the weekend armed robbery of an Effie's video store.

Chad Ebersohl, 24, was arrested during a traffic stop outside of Murphyboro by police acting on a tip He said he was not involved in the crime and was not the driver.

Ebersohl and 25-year-old Daniel Juk are accused of robbing the Effie's video store in Jacksonville County Jail and faces charges of armed robbery.

Ebersohl and Juk were arrested after a tip was received from a friend.

---

**GPSC meeting to be held tonight**

The Graduate and Professional Student Council will be meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in Student Center Ballroom D.

The current GPSC will discuss constitutional amendments and a faculty salary resolution.

---

**Current SIUC students Egyptians**

The Student Center was thrilled; the SRN had an informational display and Coming-Out quilt in the Faner breezeway. Several members personalized blocks for the quilt to express their views on homosexuality and bisexuality.

Brad Williams, an undecided freshman from Salem, said the display was a success, and several students had stopped by to collect information. Williams joined the SRN this semester after seeing their display at the RSO fair in August. He said it is important for students to be able to talk to other students who have already come out.

"They get to be comfortable with it themselves before they can tell others," Williams said. "It's a very big step."

Today, the SRN will celebrate Coming-Out Week with an open mic night at Cafe Lame in Triathlon from 7 to 9 p.m. Students will be able to share poetry and song.

Dwight Welch, a graduate student in philosophy from Minneapolis, Minn., helped organize the Gays and Religion presentation that will be in the Student Center Wednesday from 7 to 8:30 p.m. Welch said that students will discuss what the Bible says about homosexuality and the positive points of joining an open and affirming congregation.

---

**SIUC celebrates National Physical Therapy**

On Thursday, the SIUC Clinical Center Physical Therapy Department will have an open house from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Education Building to celebrate National Physical Therapy Month.

Free evaluation sessions are available for those who make reservations. Walk-ins are also welcome if space permits. To schedule a free evaluation, call the Physical Therapy Department at 453-6410. Refreshments and Information is available. A career in Physical Therapy will be provided for attendees.

---

**SIUC implements new ways to attract students**

**University to offer application fee waiver**

Students who don't have $30 and want to attend SIUC can rejoice.

In an attempt to boost enrollment and make it easier for students to attend, SIUC has come up with a plan. To help with recruitment, the University allows a waiver on the $30 application fee and a shortened version of Student Orientation and Admissions (SOAR).

Larry Detra, vice chancellor for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management, said the new programs will help to recruit students, after the University took off the $30 application fee and a shortened version of Student Orientation and Admissions (SOAR).

For those who do pay the application fee and get accepted to SIUC, there will be one less day of orientation. Beth Lingren, assistant director of Student Development, said the shortened version of SOAR will be beneficial for the students.

"They can get a lot done in a short period of time, and they can go through the orientation and actually sit down in the classroom — instead of feeling more at home," Lingren said. Future students still interested despite attacks
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Give peace advocates a chance

As the nation tries to heal itself in the wake of our brush with terrorism just four weeks ago, a debate has ensued to how we as a nation should respond. There are some Americans who passionately believe that a military response is the only reasonable solution. There is an equally passionate group of Americans who are advocating for a peaceful resolution. Both views are understandable given the severity of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks in New York and Washington, D.C.

The tragedy has stirred up emotions in all of us. And while the DAILY EGYPTIAN is not taking sides on either position, we do take exception to some of the harsh criticism directed at peace advocates and activists. Words such as "traitor" or "un-American" have been used to describe them. Have we not learned anything about tolerance and acceptance of differing views in light of what happened?

As we wave our American flags with enthusiasm and talk about the greatness of our nation, we seem to forget where all of this patriotism derives from. This nation was founded on the premise of freedom for all. Though freedom was not always guaranteed to every American, it has represented and remains an attainable goal to be cherished, even to those whose freedoms were denied.

With that freedom comes the right to protest and some Americans have taken to the pavement to march for peace. There is nothing traitorous or un-American about lawful marches on U.S. soil. We are just as staunch in our position with respect to Americans marching in support of our troops. But there seems to be a tendency in some Americans to look upon those with a dissenting or alternative viewpoint to a military solution as unpatriotic. Advocating peace has everything to do with patriotism. Some argue that Osama bin Laden and his band of supporters cannot be dealt with peacefully. President Bush ordered military strikes against the Taliban regime in Afghanistan on Sunday. This does not rule out the possibility of a peaceful resolution down the road. If a peaceful resolution does not happen, the advocacy of that resolution is within their right.

The notion of peace as a means of settling our differences with other countries is an idealistic one. Idealism is part of our American identity. There was a time when we as Americans would look at the bigger picture and inspire to a greater good. That is before cynicism and complacency set into our collective consciousness.

We inhabit this pluralist society with certain beliefs at our disposal; we have the right to freedom of speech and the freedom to lawfully assemble among one another. Respect those rights and the people who exercise them — for we all could learn something about tolerance.

READER COMMENTARY
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**COlUMNISTS**

**Letter to the enemy**

**Outlaw Nation**

**BY JOSEPH D. JOHNSON**

joseph_d_johnson@hotmail.com

Afghans. I learned in school that Allah values peace above all. Though some people here have distorted that, it's true. I don't know much about your Christian God, but I dearly hope that he, too, values peace and love.

God bless Afghanistan, and America, too.

COlUMNIST'S NOTE: This fictional letter is to illustrate the point that we must all maintain open minds toward Afghanistan's plight. This week's retaliation to a retaliation will (surprise, surprise) lead to more retaliations. Innocents in the Middle East will suffer immensely, as will innocents here. Bin Laden has said America will never feel safety again, and I take him at his word. Unless we root out our own destructive policies, the current list of policies of terrorism will continue to proliferate. The tragic events of Sept. 11 will be seen as minor in comparison to what the future holds, and our government will feel as much blame as the waging terrorists. This "War on Terrorism" is a farce. Now we're going to bomb other countries. Why the next? Syria? Iraq? Iran? The innocent lives that will be lost will be great, but our government does not care. As long as some of the bombs hit terrorists, it's a step in the right direction, right?

We don't need wars on terrorism or drugs, we need wars on poverty, wars on hunger, wars on love and wars on ignorance. We, as citizens, need to wage war on the most oppressive, racist and terrorist government that exists. We need to realize who the real outlaw nation is.

OUTLAW NATION appears on Tuesday.
Contract negotiations to start early next year

Faculty Association prepares to bargain for a new contract

MARK LAMBIRD
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Less than a year after tumultuous negotiations between the Faculty Association and administration, the association is preparing to go back to the table for a new contract.

Last year, sticking points included a pay raise, increase in the number of tenured professors from 690 to 752, and forcing all faculty to join the faculty union when the faculty and administration met.

The association is the union that represents the faculty. It is not required that all faculty join the union, it is a choice made by individual faculty members. Members are required to pay yearly dues to be a member of the association.

The union had originally requested a 13 percent pay raise but in the end it was awarded an 11 percent raise.

The final contract was approved by about 85 percent of the association’s voting members on Feb. 1. By approving the contract, union members avoid a looming strike.

Mortaza Daneshdoot, president of the Faculty Association, said it is too early in the process to have a lot of particulars set in stone.

Daneshdoot said negotiations can begin no later than March 31, but he expects they will start sooner.

“At this time, we have no specific items, but we will be having meetings with faculty to determine what we will ask for,” Daneshdoot said.

He said he is hopeful that the negotiations will not take as long as they did in two previous years.

“We are going to work on a lot of the issues together with the administration before we go to the table,” Daneshdoot said.

Walter Jaehnig, an associate professor in the School of Journalism, and media coordinator for the Faculty Association, echoed the feelings of Daneshdoot.

“I think this year it might be easier, there is a certain learning curve after you go through two negotiations,” Jaehnig said.

He also said it was too early to be talking about specific details that the association would be working out during negotiations.

Daneshdoot said the committee that will negotiate the association’s contract should be picked sometime around the end of the year. He said negotiations will probably start in January or February.

Reporter Mark Lambird can be reached at mw1990@hotmail.com
Food drops ‘no fuss’ operations, officials say

WASHINGTON — Imagine a giant pinata.

The U.S. Air Force is delivering humanitarian aid to Afghans with high-altitude laser beams and thousands of food packets cascading down into some of the country’s most remote regions. Officials say there is no breakage or spillage and little chance of injury to Afghan civilians below.

The food is part of the U.S.-Britain air campaign over Afghanistan. While U.S. bombers rain bombs on terrorist camps and Taliban positions, C-17 cargo planes are dropping high-altitude food rations over remote northern Afghanistan. It’s a way of giving and getting.

The mission is not without peril. Planes must fly high enough to avoid anti-aircraft fire. At a certain altitude, the plumes spin to earth a little faster, with assorted extras such as bread, fruit bars, kiosks, movie pattern and spices. Each package provides 2,200 calories and meets a day’s nutritional needs. The United Nations World Food Program estimates that the country needs 56,000 tons of food a month. “It’s obviously a desperation measure,” said Jim Bishop, director of human assistance for InterAction, a coalition of U.S. aid organizations. “It’s something you do when there’s no other way of delivering food.”

A trap door in the corner of the box is opened up and the inside perimeter is lined with mirrors. Sand blades “cultrurally neutral” rations inside each package were two or three inches thick and filled with assorted extras such as bread, fruit bars, kiosks, movie pattern and spices. Each package provides 2,000 calories and meets a day’s nutritional needs. With edge they are then thrown into a fan spray of laser beams, which are aimed to reach specific targets.
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Laser table helps improve topography teaching

Architecture instructor’s invention shows promise

MIKE PETTIT DAILY EGYPTIAN

The next time you eat a Pringle, forget about the taste and think about how spraying beams of laser light on the chip can help you understand elevation and depth.

Thad Heckman, an assistant instructor in the Department of Architecture and Interior Design, invented a “laser table,” an instructional tool used to help students better understand the concepts of shape descriptions of land depth and elevation in relation to architectural site planning. The contour topography of land is important to architects because proper planning and land surveying is necessary in order to design buildings correctly, Heckman said. In addition, Heckman’s lectured titled “Cooking with Hyperbolic Paraboloids,” students are asked to draw the contour lines of a Pringle. “It’s not as easy as it sounds,” Heckman said.

After students make the attempt, they insert the Pringles into the laser field of the table, where the lasers engrave the chips, showing a better picture of the contour topography. “It’s looking pretty good,” Mylon said. “This one looks pretty promising,” Mylon said.

Heckman presented the table at an architecture conference in Arkansas, as well as the Science Center, located in the University Mall. “This is the first device I’ve seen that provides hands-on experience with topography,” said Jim Mueller, executive director of the Science Center.

Jeff Myers, the technology transfer specialist at SIU’s Office of Research Development and Administration, has been aiding Heckman in trying to get the idea of the table and to provide assistance in his commercialization efforts. “This one looks very promising,” Mylon said.

This table is only a prototype model that Heckman intends to improve with further funding and possible commercialization, but so far it has served its purpose.

“Can't really vision a commercial product bring much better than that,” Mylon said.

Reporter Mike Pettit can be reached at Pettitm3@gmail.com
Syracuse students debate 'holy war'

KYATHIRN BARTHOLOOMOW
DAILY ORANGE (SYRACUSE U.)

SYRACUSE, N.Y. (U-WIRE) -- Syracuse University students and professors reacted Sunday to a public address by Osama bin Laden, who is protected by the extremist Taliban regime and a target of U.S. military strikes.

While President George W. Bush assured Americans that the strikes on Afghanistan were aimed only at the Taliban regime, a publicized speech by bin Laden achieved the United States of attacking all Muslims and the religion of Islam.

At Jazeera, an Arab television news network, broadcast bin Laden's speech, which appeared Sunday afternoon shortly after news of military action toward Afghanistan.

The time and location of bin Laden's address is unknown by U.S. officials, although bin Laden addressed the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks in the video.

In his statement, translated from Arabic to English, bin Laden said the United States is attacking Islam under the false pretense of fighting terrorism.

Richard Pilgrim, chairman of the department of religion, said he did not think the U.S. military action toward Afghanistan was religiously motivated.

"Well, from (the Taliban's) point of view it already is a religious war," Pilgrim said. "It's not, but I certainly hope it doesn't become one."

is a religious war," Pilgrim said. "It's not, but I certainly toward Afghanistan was religiously motivated.

"Bin Laden also urged all Muslims to support their religion and stand against the infidels of America."

Hussa Hay, a freshman magazine major, said she did not believe bin Laden's attempt to call all Muslims against the United States would change the fact that many U.S. Muslims do not see bin Laden as representative of their faith.

"Bin Laden probably represents a very small portion of Muslims," Hay said.

"It's comparable to the Ku Klux Klan. They don't represent all Christians, only a small extremist group."

Some of the coverage of the conflict has worried Muslims, who live in it, will dream of security what we have from students and faculty.

"Today is mostly a kick-off day for those schools, we know it," Drury said. "People willing to use violence for the video, may be a natural act, it may be a natural act, is considered to be a potential agent for biological warfare. It most com-

"I don't think Americans are attacking Islam," Swed said. "In addition to the military attacks they have also been sending food and supplies over to the area. America is attacking the Taliban regime."

fight

contd. from page 1

"We want 100 percent post-
consumer recycled paper."

Michelle Zuro
member, Student Environmental Center

University Students from Lemont, said the environmental center has been planning for the campaign since the beginning of the semester.

"Today is mostly a kick-off day for making students and professors aware of what we are doing," Newquist said. "Right now we are in the process of getting petitions signed to present to the administration to show the support we have from students and faculty. This is just the beginning."

"They were probably waiting for it," Drury said. "He was trying to gain support in the Muslim community."

"People who want to use violence against the U.S. were probably willing to believe this," he said.

"They apparently were not included in the appointment of former Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Ridge as director of a newly created homeland security position," he said. "Ridge was sworn in Monday to the Cabinet-level position and will be in charge of marshaling more than 40 federal departments in an effort to prevent terrorism attacks.

The FBI continues to investigate two cases of Anthrax in Florida, one of which was fatal. Anthrax, caused by a spore-forming bacteria, is con-
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BOSTON (UPI) - Behind every scientific discovery, there is money.

The funds to support scientific research projects have to come from somewhere — usually either from the government or from private businesses.

Even since the Bush administration's decision last August to allow federal funding for stem cell research under certain conditions, both proponents and scientists have questioned what role federal funding will play and how private companies will contribute.

Boston University, while not currently involved in embryonic stem cell research, has molecular biology working on adult human stem cells that come from fat.

Steve Framer, a molecular biologist at the BU School of Medicine, said he believes the University could begin stem cell research:

"I think it will be within five years, or somewhere in that vicinity, you might see someone at BU get involved," he said.

Framer pointed out federal money is important for any scientist who plans on taking part in embryonic stem cell research.

"The [National Institutes of Health] is the most important player, and without their support, stem cell research would be totally impossible to make strides in," he said.

Embryonic stem cells originate from embryos and have the ability to become any type of cell in the human body. The research offers hope for curing diseases such as Parkinson's and Alzheimer's, among many others.

Bush's ban is expected to limit federal funding for the research and has allowed NH1 to fund groups combating stem cell research.

One of the major breakthroughs in stem cell research has been the work in the University of Wisconsin, where scientists like Dan Kaufman have been running experiments that have culminated in the Bush administration's decision to allow federal funding.

"We used human embryonic stem cells and found a method to differentiate them, which allowed for various red blood cells to form," he said.

Kaufman's team used three separate cell lines, and was funded by WICEL, a private company based out of the University of Wisconsin. WICEL is a nonprofit institution, was established in October 1999 to address stem cell research.

"They gave us the funds we needed in order to run our studies the way we wanted," he said, "they have been fully supportive." 

Other private companies are also playing a role in stem cell research. Genes, a California-based company, already has several embryonic stem cell research projects and plans to continue making strides in the field.

Olivia Bloom, controller for Geren, said she sees a shared future for public and private companies in research.

"I think that there is a role for both of us," she said of her company and the NH1. "We can help bridge new scientific endeavors," she said.

While the major breakthrough in stem cell research was funded by a private company, Framer is one of many scientists who question whether the government should have the interests of private companies involved in the discovery.

Framer said he doubts the industry will be able to rely on companies funding.

"The private companies put restrictions on the research by saying that these scientists who use their cells must study certain things with them and have certain objectives," Framer said. "You cannot trust their cells because they have their own interest and they may differentiate them in a way that the fund stem cell does not exist before he or she receives them."

"The federal government is in charge of making sure that that research is ethical and not wrong," he said.

"We have a policy for the American Society for Cell Biology, an organization representing researchers and universities worldwide, said that the Bush administration's decision could slow down stem cell research.

"Any limitation on the number of stem cells that can be studied or cure patients with diseases, with the help of the NH1, I am opposed," he said.

"We should be able to do the research, but restrictions and controls are made by the NH1," he said.

"The problem with the limit is that you can't get any money with government money unless you run out, even if you already are somewhat successful," he said.

Framer pointed out federal money is so important for the future of the industry.

Despite her support for the research advancement, the council against a public sentiment that stem cell research will be a panacea, and especially that the research will cure cancer.

"There is no evidence that the research is even in its early stages and, although many scientists are making promising discoveries and the potential payoff is huge, you have to take into consideration that there are no guarantees and in new findings in other areas of clinical development may be necessary," she said.

"Other scientists are considered the Bush decision a limitation to science, many opponents of stem cell research desired it as too broad."

The Republican National Coalition for Life, an organization that gives funding to politicians who are "unconditionally pro-life," opposes the research.

Colin Farm, the director of the coalition, has been fighting the use of federal funds ever since federal funds were granted for funded research.

"Our coalition opposes stem cell research of any kind, but we especially want it to involve the use of federal tax dollars in the whole process," he said.

Parrs said she believes life begins upon conception and therefore sees struggle for the protection of human life.

"We must not stand idle by while humans are murdered for science," she said.
New Yorkers' tattoos a memorial

Arielle Castillo
Washington Square News
New York, N.Y.

NEW YORK (U-WIRE) - A plane headed towards the first World Trade Center tower, seemingly hovering in 'rambo before impact. The American flag rises in the background.

All on someone's skin.

In the aftermath of the catastrophe, some New Yorkers have commemorated the events of Sept. 11 permanently on their bodies.

"In the foggest and most distinct design, the twin towers formed the ones in the number '911.' A plane was licked flying towards the first tower, and the entire design was filled in with the stars and stripes of the American flag, Bakaty said.

"We did a Statue of Liberty with the words, 'Never forget,' Bakaty said. "We also did an American flag on a 69-year-old woman."

Representations have been more symbolic at New York Adorned, a jewelry and tattoo shop on Second Avenue, said Leah Bershad, an employee in charge of the front room there.

"Someone came in and got two black bars," Bershad said. "A woman on the 5th floor [of Two World Trade Center] also came in. She got the number 31, a two, because she was in the second building, her birth date and some other stuff in a banner on her work." Bershad said artists at New York Adorned had done about 10 to 15 WTC-related tattoos, but they were definitely not the majority of recent work.

Henk said artists at Andromeda tattooed a large group of first-time and emergency workers one Monday after the disaster.

"They all got the flag," he said. "They came in all dusty and tired, and drinking, which we never usually allow, but who were we to tell them not to drink?"

Still, Henk and Bakaty reported an unusual interest in business. "September 11 is always the slowest month,¯" Henk said, "but it's never been this slow.

"It's more slow than it normally would be this time of year," Skull said. "We did a lot more than usual lines."

"The whole point is to get people involved in a lifetime commitment to community service," Project SERVE chairwoman said Supriya Kelkar, IASA service co-chair.

Not everyone was pleased, however. Some students taking the Law School Admission Test Tuesday from the Memorial Hall on Saturday complained that music being played on the Diag was distracting. Kelkar and Shah issued a joint statement of apology and said they found out the complaints only after the fact.

"We want to apologize to all the students who were taking the LSAT. It was never brought to our attention that the music being played was disturbing the students at that time," they said.

"It means, it's the East Village, there's not a lot of privacy," Bakaty said. "There's lots of commotion and alternative lifestyle people."

\*\*\*\*

Gandhi honored with day of service at U-Michigan

Kylene Klaas
Michigan Daily (U-MICH)

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (U-WIRE) - More than 500 University of Michigan students out Gandhi to demonstrate Mahatma Gandhi's spirit for social change is alive and well.

Students gathered on the Diag Saturday morning to partake in the fifth annual Gandhi Day of Service, sponsored by the Indian American Student Association and Project SERVE. Established at the University in 1997, Gandhi Day of Service expanded to a national level in 1999. This year more than 40 universities and organizations across the nation participated.

"We started it to promote Gandhi's values throughout the world," Ghanaian said Reshma Shah, IASA service co-chairwoman. "It gets students, name­ly freshmen, interested in service and brings them back to participate in other University service organiza­tions. It also helps them remember that what they do is really something important."

"The whole point is to get people involved in a lifetime commitment to community service," Project SERVE chairwoman said Supriya Kelkar, IASA service co-chair.

"You definitely feel a sense of accomplishment in terms of giving back to the community," said Murali Segal, Freshman. "It gets students, name­ly freshmen, interested in service and brings them back to participate in other University service organiza­tions. It also helps them remember that what they do is really something important."

"We want to apologize to all the students who were taking the LSAT. It was never brought to our attention that the music being played was disturbing the students at that time," they said.

"It means, it's the East Village, there's not a lot of privacy," Bakaty said. "There's lots of commotion and alternative lifestyle people."

Lawsuit targets companies filling Napster void

Claire Differt
Daily Orange (SYRACUSE U.)

SYRACUSE, N.Y. (U-WIRE) - Syracus University students may once again find a challenge in their quest to download free music, movies and software off of the Internet.

After a court-ordered injunction issued in February forced Napster to stop copyright infringements from being shared, dozens of other file-sharing networks such as Morpheus and Grokster emerged. The peers can accommodate millions of these networks, as well as offer, for the first time, the ability to share music files Thursday from the Recording Industry Association of America that may put an end to music piracy, as well as bring back many lost services.

"These companies represent a "21st century piracy," in which the work of legitimate artists is exploited by counterfeit ninjas on a global scale," according to RIAA reports.

This lawsuit, however, will not be able to stop the file-sharing completely, said Sean Gervais, a sopho­more information studies major. The Internet is a "global system and there is no one defining legal authority over it," Gervais said.

Because of this, the RIAA could shut down all the companies in the United States they want, but this would be expensive and would slow down many entertainment networks outside the United States, Gervais added.

"A consumer is not based on an honor system," said Kyrstina Kong, a senior music industry major. "People will continue to get music for free because they can.

Although downloading networks may argue the label piracy and are creating an important infrastructure through which lesser known musicians can attain an audi­ence, many students suggest that the RIAA is simply trying to flush out a new member of the legal Internet rock band August Project.

Many SU students agree that the RIAA will never be able to stop file sharing completely.

"It's never ending battle because real Web coms are always springing up," said Nick Stepphen, a freshman political science major.

This lawsuit will simply force them to come up with a new way to sell their downloading needs, many SU students said.

The futility of trying to put every one of the networks out of business is not going to stop the RIAA from using the

5-10...
LOS ANGELES (Zap2it, 2009) - Ellen DeGeneres was at the Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles Sunday morning, releasing her costume set for the evening's Emmy Awards, when word came that the event had been called off indefinitely.

"It was about 9:30 or 9:45 (Pacific time) when we were told what happened," said Don Mischer, the show's executive producer.

The next couple of hours would be filled with tense phone calls and hard decisions as Mischer, CBS president Leslie Moonves and Academy of Television Arts and Sciences chairman and CEO] Betsy Zaydel conferred with people from across the Hollywood community about whether to go ahead with the after-party, later Sunday night.

"On my cell phone, you can hear when somebody else calls, so I actually didn't have any other calls," Zaydel said. "I would just punch the button and talk to the next person. There was this whole web of decisions and we were all connected in this cell-phone discussion network.

"To decide to call off the ceremony - at least for the time being - came about 10 minutes after 10 a.m."

In talking with other network executives and executive producers of nominated shows, Zaydel said, "They felt the moment was not suitable for the show."

"Of the people I spoke to, there wasn't one who felt passionate about going on," Zaydel said.

"And there were about 30 who felt it wasn't appropriate." He also said that "certain high-profile shows and casts" would have declined to take part had they gone on.

By 2 p.m., crews had begun to dismantle sets for photographers in the press tent, and arrangements were being made to donate the food for the post-awards "Misty Dinner" to local charities.

Moonves said the decision to call off the festivities was the toughest he had to make at CBS, "but this is really small potatoes compared to what this nation and our world are facing.

Mischer said DeGeneres understood the decision but was nonetheless disappointed that the show would not happen.

"We put a great deal of time and effort and personal emotion into this," Mischer said. "The way we had the show planned, there would have been six or seven emotional high points - most of them to be introduced by DeGeneres - that I think would have been great for the American people.

"Now, though, that show will exist only in someone's head," Zaydel said. "It would have been theatrical in its own way. We would have given the awards, but they would have been in the correct order, and we would have been unpredictable. And we would have been unpredictable. And we would have been unpredictable. (about Sept. 11 and its aftermath.) I think the cumulative effect would have been very moving.

"That's why the academy and CBS decided it was really the best decision to make the Emmy awards.

"It's not our decision," Zaydel said. "It's a decision for the entertainment community.

Zaydel said security concerns ran a near-second to considerations of national priority. "The level of security was equivalent to that of a presidential visit," he said. "We felt very uncomfortable.

The academy coordinated in own security efforts with the Los Angeles Police Department, FBI and Federal Aviation Administration, which closed off airspace around the auditorium.

DeGeneres, who was slated to announce and receive their awards Sunday morning was to Walter Cronkite, the revered CBS newswoman who was called to make opening remarks at the Emmys. He was going to speak about how the American spirit has persevered through 223 years and how tradition has often made us all witnesses to history.

"When we got word of the military operation, we decided we had to/resist our emotions, and we understand that," Mischer said. "Then later when I called to tell him the show was canceled, he said, 'You know, that feels completely right.'

People began leaving the Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles Sunday night after receiving word that the 53rd Primetime Emmy Awards were called off indefinitely. This action followed the U.S. military response against Afghanistan's ruling party that commenced the night before.
Let's Save Decatur by Seth Dewhirst

The DAILY EGYPTIAN is in need of someone to draw a daily comic strip. You need to be funny, talented and able to meet a deadline. The pay is miserable, but the idea of drawing a daily comic for a newspaper is pretty cool. Call 536-3311 and ask for Lance Spears for more information or drop by the DAILY EGYPTIAN office in the Communications Building, Room 1259, to fill out an application and submit samples.

Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau

Mixed Media by Jack Ohman

When tapes of the Food Channel go past their expiration date...

Helen, Sweetheart of the Internet by Peter Zale

It's not too early to be with someone every second of every day...

I MEAN THAT IS 4 A BIT PAM!...

Jeff MacNelly's Shoe by Chris Cassatt and Gary Brookins

I always keep a sharp eye out for trouble on the road...

How did you learn to drive so cautiosly?

By accident...

Daily Crossword

On October 24, The Daily Egyptian is donating 20% of our ad revenue to the September 11 relief fund. Advertise with us and make a difference.
**Windsurfing Club Raises Funds to Expand Membership**

Chrit Muirler, president of the sailing club, also acts as the treasurer for the windsurfing club. “The windsurfing club is kind of at a point where we’re trying to use the sailing club to get it going,” Muirler said. “We’re trying to do a lot of fundraising to spark some interest before spring.”

Muirler said both clubs will be offering a membership, where a person can belong to one or both of the clubs. Muirler joined the club after trying windsurfing at a recent fair sailed by the sailing club.

“I tried it out and had a good time doing it,” Muirler said. “The physics of it are much like sailing but it’s just an independent feeling. You move more free and you’re not stuck in a little boat.”

Shirley said many people might try away from windsurfing because they think it is too difficult. But he said that’s not true. “It’s an activity anybody can do. You don’t have to be super in strength,” Shirley added. “It’s ordinary people can do this.”

The sport of windsurfing was only introduced in 1982 when two young men, a sailor and a surfer, combined the sport, introduced the person on the windsurfer uses his weight and position of his body to propel forward. The windsurfer combines all different styles of windsurfing, all with different boards, wind speeds and goals.

Shirley said he enjoys the independence of the sport, among other things. “You get a sense of freedom. It’s sort of a sense of flying,” Shirley said. “You’re working with the environment instead of battling it. And you’re doing a good physical workout when you’re doing it too.”

Shirley said water sports, windsurfing, is very encouraged in the area. “We’re just trying to promote windsurfing as a sport in the area,” Shirley said. “We’re trying to teach it, and that it can be done by anyone. Anyone that might be interested, we’ll try to meet with them and show them the basics.”

For now, the club practices on a daily weather-permitting basis at Campus Pond and Crab Orchard Lake. Shirley said the club needs to practice in the Ed. Edward Shurzemour, but they have been doing it in a small boat. “I’d like to get that started again,” Shirley said. “We really need to get the club going.”

**Rutgers Anderson breaks through for 16 yards**

BELMONT, Calif. (UPI) - Rutgers senior tailback, chasing the shadow of his high school days at Hoboken (N.J.) High, where he was an All-American.

In the second quarter of Saturday's 14-13 loss to Syracuse, Anderson came 66 yards short to close one of the most important games in Rutgers history.

On his first carry of the season, he dashed through the SU defense, breaking through for 163 yards.

The biggest challenge we've had to overcome is the SU defense. They have a lot of strong players, and we have to make sure we're doing our job.

Heads-up, we have to be prepared for a challenge. They have a strong defense, and we have to make sure we're doing our job.

The Scarlet Knights have struggled to find a way to break the mold of being exposed.

Rutgers Anderson broke through for 16 yards.

**SALUKI SPORTS NOTES**

Scott named Gateway Defensive Player of the week

SIU linebacker Scott was named Defensive Player of the Week by the Gateway Conference.

Scott had 16 tackles — 10 of which were for a loss — five tackles for a loss, a sack and an interception in the Salukis’ 22-17 victory over Murray State.

For the season, Scott leads the team in tackles (44), tackles for loss (10),
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Women’s tennis loses despite winning effort

Team suits up only four players at MVC last weekend
CLINT HARTING

The SIU women’s tennis team hobbled into the Missouri Valley Conference Women’s Individual Championships last weekend in Springfield, Mo., as they were only able to suit up four players. Despite not winning any titles, the Salukis took home second place in Flight One singles and doubles led by senior Erika Ochoa. Illinois State University took home four of the 10 titles.

Ochoa led the Salukis by taking second place in the Flight One singles, posting a 3-1 record. Ochoa also teamed with teammate Alejandro Blanco to take second in Flight One doubles, representing the lone Salukis doubles team.

“I think I played really well,” Ochoa said. “I’ve been practicing hard, and I did the right things.”

Saluki head coach Judy Audi is impressed with Ochoa, who continues to play well in the No. 1 spot for the Salukis.

“I said all along I think she will settle into that spot and can play it very well,” Audi said.

While Ochoa continued to perform well at the No. 1 spot, the rest of the singles spots were shuffled due to injuries.

The Salukis were dealt another blow just before the start of the MVC Fall Championships, as it was determined that sophomore Tana Triapani, 4-0 in singles this fall, will miss the remainder of the fall season with a dislocated hip.

With Triapani out and sophomore Sarah Kramanitis still out with a wrist injury, the Salukis relied on freshmen Karl Stark and sophomore Swadeep Srinivasan to step up and fill the empty spots.

“Audit was pleased with her team’s performance considering the shortage of players,” Audi added.

“We wasn’t upset considering at the last moment Tana had to pull out,” Audi said. “We didn’t come home with the titles like the weekend before, but to be honest, the competition was better.”

Salukis relied on freshman Kari Stark and sophomore Tana Trapani, 4-0 in singles this season, to help them reach second place in Flight One doubles, representing the lone Salukis doubles team.

While Trapani was unable to take home flight singles due to injuries, she was able to take second in Flight One doubles, partnering with Ochoa, who continues to play well in the No. 1 spot for the Salukis.

Although Williams probably has the physical skill to excel at a higher level, Williams didn’t see home with the titles like the weekend before the start of the MVC Fall Championships.

Auld was pleased with her team’s performance considering the shortage of players. “I wasn’t upset considering at the last moment Tana had to pull out,” Audi said. “We didn’t come home with the titles like the weekend before, but to be honest, the competition was better.”

Stark participated in Flight Four and finished fourth while Srinivasan finished 5-2 in Flight Three singles.

“I think they are responding just fine,” Audi said. “Maybe they have to move up a notch, but it will make them stronger players for the spring.”

The Salukis return to the courts Oct. 19-21 at the Louisville Invitational. Audi expects a challenging tournament and will once again bring only four players.

“Right now it’s better to have people out and get over their injuries and have them strong for our dual matches in the spring,” Audi said.

REPORTER CLINT HARTING can be reached at BH@wnews.com

SPORTS CALENDAR

Wednesday, September 19 - October 17

October 13 @ University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, Iowa 4:05 p.m.

October 13 @ Western Illinois, Macomb, Illinois 7:00 p.m.

October 13 vs. Evansville 7:00 p.m.

October 15 @ Bradley Fall Classic @ Peoria, Illinois 8:00 a.m.

October 15-16 Illinois Intercollegiate @ Tuscola, Illinois 8:00 a.m.

October 16-18 University of Illinois Intercollegiate @ Missouri State, Springfield, Mo., as they were only able to suit up four players. Despite not winning any titles, the Salukis took home second place in Flight One singles and doubles led by senior Erika Ochoa. Illinois State University took home four of the 10 titles.

Ochoa led the Salukis by taking second place in the Flight One singles, posting a 3-1 record. Ochoa also teamed with teammate Alejandro Blanco to take second in Flight One doubles, representing the lone Salukis doubles team.

“I think I played really well,” Ochoa said. “I’ve been practicing hard, and I did the right things.”

Saluki head coach Judy Audi is impressed with Ochoa, who continues to play well in the No. 1 spot for the Salukis.

“I said all along I think she will settle into that spot and can play it very well,” Audi said.

While Ochoa continued to perform well at the No. 1 spot, the rest of the singles spots were shuffled due to injuries.

The Salukis were dealt another blow just before the start of the MVC Fall Championships, as it was determined that sophomore Tana Triapani, 4-0 in singles this fall, will miss the remainder of the fall season with a dislocated hip.

With Triapani out and sophomore Sarah Kramanitis still out with a wrist injury, the Salukis relied on freshmen Karl Stark and sophomore Swadeep Srinivasan to step up and fill the empty spots.

“Audit was pleased with her team’s performance considering the shortage of players,” Audi added.

“We wasn’t upset considering at the last moment Tana had to pull out,” Audi said. “We didn’t come home with the titles like the weekend before, but to be honest, the competition was better.”

Saluki coach Jan Quadeus for the final six games of the season after clustering with the coaching staff during halftime of a loss to Western Illinois University.

All these disturbances in his college career have stunted Scott’s progress. When he remains an awe-inspiring knack for making plays, Scott has had to spend extra time working with Saluki head coaches coach Tom Menke and Mike Novack, still striving to grasp the nuances of his position.

Kill believes Scott has the tools to play professionally but not unless he becomes a more savvy and polished player. How much progress Scott makes between now and the rest of the season will likely determine his football future.

“He has the athleticism and the ability to have a chance to play at the next level, but I think he’s got to learn how to play consistently hard, and he’s got to play better to play at that level even yet,” Kill said.

Kill paused a few moments before adding a last-minute disclaimer.

“Although I’m glad we have him,” he said. “I’m not stupid, either.”

Even tough love has its limits.

REPORTER JOY SCHAUB can be reached at js80@siu.edu.

The Salukis return to the courts Oct. 19-21 at the Louisville Invitational. Audi expects a challenging tournament and will once again bring only four players.

“Right now it’s better to have people out and get over their injuries and have them strong for our dual matches in the spring,” Audi said.

REPORTER CLINT HARTING can be reached at BH@wnews.com
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entire life,” Kill said. “It’s always play...”

Although Williams probably has the physical skill to excel at a higher level, Williams didn’t see home with the titles like the weekend before the start of the MVC Fall Championships.

Auld was pleased with her team’s performance considering the shortage of players. “I wasn’t upset considering at the last moment Tana had to pull out,” Audi said. “We didn’t come home with the titles like the weekend before, but to be honest, the competition was better.”

Rubio reaches 300 wins as Arizona tops rival
BRIAN PENSO
ARIZONA DAILY WILDCAT (U-AZ)

TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - Arizona head volleyball coach Dave Rubio joined elite company among Pac-10 Conference coaches by earning victory No. 300 with his team's win over ASU this past weekend.

During his career, Rubio is 300-160 with a .652 career winning percentage.

"I am excited for him," said sophomore outside hitter Chistina Frost of Rubio's historic victory. "It is a great thing for him. He is a great coach and deserves it. I am glad he got his 300th win versus ASU in front of our fans at home."

Currently, Rubio is the sixth active coach in the Pac-10 to have at least 300 career victories.

UCLA head coach Andy Banachowski is the winningest coach in NCAA women's volleyball history with 907 career wins.

"Rubio is a great coach," Banachowski said. "He gets his players up for every game and they always come out firing. He knows how to get everything out of his players."

When Rubio took over Arizona volleyball program in 1992, the Wildcats were coming off a winless season in conference play.

Ten years later, Arizona is the defending Pac-10 champion.

Rubio said the accomplishment was challenging and that the Wildcats were coming off a winless season in conference play.

"I didn't know about the number until last week," Rubio said. "I have many goals that I want to accomplish. My goal when I came here was to make Arizona a consistent top 5 team. The success I have had here has been credited to administration and the other coaches that are loyal to the program and me."

Rubio said that building up Arizona program was a challenge, but keeping at it will be the real challenge for his coaching staff.

Interested in an exciting career? Internships and Scholarships? Employment starting at $40,000?

Then stop by and talk to Lytle Cline about Mining Engineering. Engineering A319e Phone: 618-453-6880 Email: cline@engr.siu.edu Web: www.engr.siu.edu/mining
Win could be sign of better things to come

The SUU football team is not at the point yet where it will be able to put too many proceedings on opponents. That means if the Salukis are going to have success, they'll need to become more adept at pulling out close-contested games.

Saturday's 35-27 win over Illinois State may not be just one game, but the impact of the Salukis finishing off a victory in the final minutes carried enormous emotional significance to the team.

Just ask anyone near the Saluki locker room after the game.

"I've seen a lot of locker rooms... but I've never seen one as nice as most of the football team as they did it on Saturday when they finally got one... but I've never seen one as nice as most of the football team" said Coach Jerry Kill said. "Thats what probably did wonders for them."
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